The Ultimate Class Rules

**NICE WORDS**
- Nice words are anything that lifts people up, brightens the day, or inspires greatness!
- Nice words are NOT teasing, swearing, cussing, bullying, or harassing.

**CALM BODY**
- A calm body is relaxed, seated, and attentive to what we need to get done.
- A calm body is NOT jumping up and down, running around or freaking out.

**FOLLOW DIRECTIONS**
- Following directions is listening AND doing what teachers ask you to do.
- Following directions is NOT talking-back, being disrespectful, or breaking rules.

**NICE HANDS**
- Nice hands are keeping hands to yourself and using materials appropriately.
- Nice hands are NOT touching other people or misusing materials in class.

**FINISH WORK**
- Finishing assigned work is starting, working, and finishing an activity or assignment.
- Finishing work is NOT missing work, incomplete work, or avoiding work.

You Are My Favorite Class!